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Sustainable
Infrastructure –

Investing in the Future
“Relating transportation investment to jobs, quality
of life, and environmental stewardship.”
ARTBA Environmental Advocacy • Measuring Infrastructure Sustainability
PennDOT’s Strategic Recycling Program • AASHTO Center for Environmental Excellence

FLAGGER FORCE Employs
Innovations in Worker Visibility
on the Roadway
When your job takes place on a roadway, visibility to
motorists can be a matter of life and death. Drivers who
have been involved in crashes with pedestrians or cyclists
commonly state, “I never saw them until it was too late
to do anything.” That’s why Flagger Force Traffic Control
Services, headquartered in Hummelstown, Pa., has imposed
progressive safety standards, combined with innovative
technology to ensure their roadway crews are easily seen by
all motorists.

Whether it’s increasing worker visibility,
enhancing pedestrian safety, or working
to create more efficient traffic patterns
without compromising high standards
of safety, Flagger Force is committed to
making a difference by protecting their
people, their clients and the public.
The Federal Highway Administration states that: “Glare,
aging, disease, speed, selective perception and specific
environmental and weather conditions affect the ability to
detect and recognize objects.”
Flagger Force’s Safety Committee, an ad hoc team of
field staff, quality inspectors and safety managers who meet
monthly, recognized the value of visibility in a recent policy
proposal that affects the entire company. The committee
noted that Class E retro-reflective pants, commonly known
as “Night Pants” due to their requirement when working in
the dark, are just as effective at helping workers stand out
against the traffic landscape in the daytime. Thanks to this
recommendation, Flagger Force is now providing Class E
pants as part of their standard Personal Protective Equipment
issuance to all employees. Even though these garments are
not required in the daytime by state laws, as of January 1,
2013, all Flagger Force employees will wear Class E pants
along with their Class 2 or 3 vests on the jobsite at all times,
regardless of the time of day. This new standard dramatically
increases the amount of retro-reflective materials seen
by motorists.
In addition to the Class E pant requirement, Flagger Force
has also invested in the latest form of solar light towers. Many
jobs requiring temporary traffic control can only take place
at night, when traffic volume is low or emergency repairs are
needed as soon as possible. Unfortunately, the hours between
sunset and sunrise can be the most dangerous hours on the job.
To ensure work crews are visible to motorists at night, mobile
light towers must be illuminated and positioned close to
flaggers or other workers controlling traffic. Most light towers in

the industry are equipped with diesel-powered generators, and
thus are very noisy, emit diesel fumes and exhaust, and require
frequent refueling. Solar light towers, however, like those used
by Flagger Force, eliminate all of these issues. They are silent,
allow workers to be seen by motorists while also enabling
them to better hear approaching vehicles and are better for the
workers’ health and the environment. Solar light towers are
an investment in the safety of motorists and workers and are
yet another component helping Flagger Force to achieve their
corporate environmental goals.
Whether it’s increasing worker visibility, enhancing
pedestrian safety, or working to create more efficient traffic
patterns without compromising high standards of safety,
Flagger Force is committed to making a difference by protecting
their people, their clients and the public.
Flagger Force, in business since 2002, employs 850
safety professionals and operates a fleet of 450 vehicles
including
pickups,
pattern
trucks,
truck-mounted
attenuators and all necessary signage and equipment to
serve the Mid-Atlantic region. n

www.FlaggerForce.com
888.312.FLAG

A society grows great when old men plant trees in
whose shade they will never sit. – Greek Proverb
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get to those
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Column

KTFC Focuses on Environmentally
Friendly Transportation Program
by Robert E. Latham, CAE, APC Executive Vice President

Robert E. Latham

You’ve heard that good roads and
the environment don’t mix, right?
Wrong. Among the more than 100
organizations urging Gov. Corbett
and the General Assembly to enact
comprehensive transportation reform
are groups whose entire program is
aimed at improving the environment.
For example:

Mission: Readiness is the nonpartisan national security organization of
senior retired military leaders calling for smart investments in America’s
children. It operates under the umbrella of the nonprofit Council for a
Strong America.
Currently, 75 percent of 17- to 24-year olds in the U.S. cannot serve in the
military, primarily because they are physically unfit, have not graduated
from high school, or have a criminal record. Retired admirals and generals
understand that whether young people join the military or not, we must
increase investments so that all young people can get the right start and
succeed in life – whatever career path they choose.

Pedestrian Coordinator within the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation to plan and implement such projects.
The 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania is a coalition stalwart. The
organization is concerned about the growing transportation funding crisis
that is building in Pennsylvania. According to the American Society for
Engineers’ 2013 Infrastructure Report, there are significant concerns about
our roads and bridges. The “Friends” website points out:
• 44 percent of Pennsylvania’s major roads are in poor or
		mediocre condition
• 34 percent of Pennsylvania’s major urban highways are congested
• Vehicle travel on Pennsylvania’s highways increased 27 percent
		 from 1990 to 2007
• Pennsylvania has $3 billion in backlogged road repairs
• The 14 Pennsylvania public transit agencies have experienced
		 chronic debilitating funding shortfalls following the 1998 reversal
		 of a federal policy to fund transit operating support.

Finally, the Center for Dirt and Gravel Roads reminds us that
Pennsylvania’s Dirt and Gravel Road Maintenance Program provides funding to eliminate stream pollution caused by runoff and sediment from the
state’s 20,000-plus mile network of unpaved public roads. The program was
enacted into law in April 1997 as Section 9106 of the PA Vehicle Code,
Many contend that this increase in walking and biking helps to explain
with $5 million in annual funding for “environmentally sensitive road
Oregon’s relatively low childhood obesity rate and Philadelphia’s recent
maintenance.” The goal of the program is to create a more environmentally
5 percent decline in obesity rates among its K-12 students.
and economically sustainable low-volume road network through education,
outreach, and project funding. The Keystone Coalition supports increased
Mission: Readiness joins groups such as the American Heart
funding for this program as part of the
Association (coalition member), American Diabetes Association,
comprehensive transportation
American Cancer Society, and the Pennsylvania Chapter of the
The Keystone Transportation
funding solution.
American Academy of Pediatrics in supporting that a substantial
Funding Coalition is a diverse
portion of the governor’s proposed multi-modal transportation
group united under one common goal:
fund be dedicated to bicycle and pedestrian projects.
that a comprehensive solution to the transportation funding problem in Pennsylvania is critical for safety
Additionally, the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition
and quality of life of all Pennsylvanians. Such a comprehensive
(KTFC) has the support of many bicycle-oriented groups
solution must address maintenance and capacity needs for PennDOT’s
that are pushing for the establishment of a Bicycle and
system, local highways, and public transit agencies. Members include the
highway construction industry, public transit agencies, labor unions, farm organizations, AARP, bicycle and pedestrian advocates, land-use advocates, AAA, air and
seaport organizations, associations representing local governments, chambers of
commerce, travel and tourism organizations, environmental advocates, freight
and passenger rail organizations and truck freight haulers.
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Atlantic Concrete Cutting
now offers sawcut grooving
and diamond grinding of
concrete bridge decks.

Extends pavement life, improves rideability, sheds water
faster, reduces hydroplaning and improves braking ability.

Corporate Address:
396 North Pemberton Road
P.O. Box 98 – Mt. Holly, NJ 08060
Phone: (609) 261.7200 – Fax: (609) 261.7246
www.AtlanticConcreteCutting.com

DBE Certified – DE, LA, MA, MD, NC, NJ, NY, PA, PANY&NJ, SC, VA
WBE Certified – DE, NJ, NY, New York City, PANY&NJ, Philadelphia
SBE Certified – NJ, PANY&NJ
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The Crossroads of the Caribbean
Highlights of the APC/CAWP Joint Annual Meeting

The Caribbean island of
St. Maarten was the site
of the 2013 Joint Annual
Meeting of the Associated
Pennsylvania Constructors
(APC) and the Constructors
Association of Western PA (CAWP). Nearly 100 participants converged on the island and enjoyed the
warm tropical weather that the Dutch and French
island has to offer.
While the weather was a much-welcomed experience for the
mid-February event, meeting participants were challenged by
a variety of seminars and sessions offered in separate tracks for
company executives and emerging leaders.

FMI’s Andy Patton
elicits a yea or
nay vote during
his negotiating
strategy session.

During the first day of the meeting, presenter Andy Patton of
FMI – a management development and financial consulting firm
specializing in the highway construction industry – led the industry’s emerging leaders in two, in-depth negotiating sessions, “Win
as Much as You Can” and “Developing Your Negotiating Strategy.”
These sessions used real construction negotiating scenarios in engaging and practical ways to help participants learn the tools and strategies behind successful contract negotiations.

“Understanding the Essentials of Effective Leadership, The Strategic Imperative: Transforming How Leaders Think,” was presented
by Matt Kennedy, FMI Corporation senior consultant. Kennedy
challenged leaders in attendance to focus on “strategic thinking as
opposed to strategic planning.”

The Annual Meeting
draws to a close in the
company of friends,
old and new.
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Emerging leaders on the second day attended two sessions – “The
Business Case for Ethical Behavior in Construction” and “Proving
Leadership in the Field.”
On day three, the APC Board of Directors held an open meeting for all
attendees. APC President Dan Hawbaker of Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc.
spoke about the increasing contracting opportunities with PennDOT,
specifically in the area of winter maintenance operations. Hawbaker
discussed PennDOT’s plan to conduct a pilot program by contracting
some of its winter maintenance operations to the private sector.
APC Vice President Geoff Clarke of New Enterprise Stone and
Lime Co. Inc. led a spirited discussion on a variety of Risk Allocation topics, including the prequalification process. He also conducted
a presentation on the newly proposed PennDOT contracting procedures and led a discussion on PennDOT’s desire to pilot alternative
bidding tools such as Construction Manager/General Contractor
(CM/GC), Design-Build Best Value, and A+Bx bidding.

Exploring St. Maarten
by land and sea.

Pennsylvania’s transportation funding
issue. Latham also gave an overview of
the association’s advocacy efforts funded
primarily by the APC Educational Trust
Fund.
Following the business sessions participants were able to enjoy
a little relaxation and exploration of the island. Several group
excursions were planned, and the popular group dining event
enabled everyone to interact and renew business relationships and
friendships in a fun environment not typically enjoyed during the
busy construction season.

APC Executive Vice President Bob Latham and APC Director
of Governmental Affairs Jason Wagner presented an update on

A helping hand with your land

L220 Skid Steer Loader

CREATE.
ENHANCE.
SUSTAIN.

• 60 HP engine
• Widest skid steer cab
in the industry
• Improved rear visibility
• All weather performance
with attachments available

Used Equipment at Down to Earth Prices!
Skid Loaders - Tracked Skid Loaders - Wheeled

Industrial Equipment

Bobcat T300 (E) 80 HP KU diesel
CASE 440CT (E) 385 hrs
JD CT332 (E) 2006, 82 HP 5 cyl
NH C175 (E)(H)(3) 60 HP turbo
NH C185 (E) 651 hrs, 2007
NH C190 (E) 2531 hrs, 2008
NH LT185.B (H) 856 hrs, 2005

Bearcat 71020 (L) Chipper/Shredder
CAT 931B (E) 3100 hrs, 1983, 65hp
Clark C530 (E) Straight Mast Forklift
Hyster S80 (H) Straight Mast Forklift
Ingersoll Rand WL350 (E)
Innovator Tub Grinder (E) 300hp
JCB 520 Telehandler (A) 4WD
Kobelco LK300A (E) A.Wheel Loader

Industrial TLBs
CASE 580C (E) 5073 hrs, 62 HP
IH 3500A (E) 2WD, diesel
NH B95B (L) 1062 hrs, 2008

CASE 70XT (E)(H) 85 HP Cummins
CASE 90XT (E) 1687 hours, 2004
NH L175 (E)(H)(3) 60 HP turbo diesel
NH L180 (L) 1247 hours, 2006
NH L190 (E) 1850 hours, 2008
NH L213 (E)(2) 46 HP diesel

Excavators
JD 35C ZTS (E) 2028 hrs, 2004
KU KX121 (E)(2) 2005, 42 HP KU
KU U35 (L)1491 hrs, 2003, 28 HP
Takeuchi TB135 (E) 2006, 27.8 HP

Used Trailers
Eager Beaver 20HA (E) 20-Ton Tag
Equip Trailer (E) 14,000 lb. GVWR

Ranked #1 in Transportation by Engineering
News-Record, AECOM delivers sustainable,
reliable and visionary projects.
www.aecom.com

Now Serving Four Locations!

• Abbottstown
• Elizabethtown
• Halifax
• Lancaster

MLMF100-01-107605-1

See Full Listing at www.messicks.com

800.222.3373 • www.messicks.com
MLMF100-01-107605-1.indd 1
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www.paconstructors.org

Feature

What’s Down
the Road?
District Liaison Meetings Pave
the Way for Construction
Season Ahead

Each year the Associated Pennsylvania Constructors
(APC) and the PA Department of Transportation
(PennDOT) conduct joint Spring District Liaison
Meetings in each of the 11 PennDOT districts.
The meetings remain one of the most popular
opportunities for contractors, designers, and
suppliers to come together with PennDOT
personnel and discuss construction
issues specific to each local district.
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The 2013 round of district liaison meetings featured a wide variety of
pertinent topics, including: construction quality; project schedules and
review processes; environmental regulations and risk allocation; bituminous issues and concrete bridge decks; new department initiatives;
and constructability discussions.

The spring liaison meetings also provide an excellent opportunity
for networking and making business connections before the busy
construction season begins in earnest. Member feedback continues
to suggest that these meetings are an important part of APC’s
program, and attendance remains strong.

One of the meetings’ key components is to allow PennDOT to give
district-specific letting program information, so contractors have an
idea of what’s expected to be bid in the upcoming construction season.

More than 750 people participated in the district liaison meetings
this year, which were held from late January to mid April. Be sure
to visit the APC website next fall at www.paconstructors.org for
information on the 2014 APC/PennDOT Spring District Liaison
Meetings schedule.

Additionally, APC and PennDOT combined to provide attendees
with an overview of the current transportation funding situation in
the Commonwealth, as well as the governor’s proposed transportation
funding plan.

Diversity, Flexibility and Dedication to
Excellence keep NPP on the Leading Edge
of the Prestressed / Precast Concrete Industry

Northeast Prestressed
Products, LLC

Precast Concrete Technology
121 River Street Cressona, PA 17929
Phone: (570) 385-2352 • Fax: (570) 385-5679
www.nppbeams.com • info@nppbeams.com
Daniel J. Ploch (570) 573-0535
Gerald S. Kresge (570) 573-1938
Manufacturers & Design of Prestressed / Precast Concrete
Bridge Beams & Substructure Components

www.paconstructors.org
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Feature

by Nick Goldstein, ARTBA Vice President
of Environmental & Regulatory Affairs

This year has been a
busy one so far on the
environmental front.
Due, in no small part,
to last year’s passage
of the Moving Ahead for
American Progress in the
21st Century Act (MAP-21),
regulatory agencies have been busy. All of
the changes MAP-21 made to the project-delivery
process must now be implemented by the U.S.
Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) and
modal agencies, such as the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA). Additionally, with the House
and the Senate being controlled by opposing
political parties, the administration will be leaning
on the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
achieve its policy goals.
14
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All of these factors combine to form what some
have termed an upcoming
“regulatory tsunami.” Not to
worry, though, the American Road and Transportation Builders Association
(ARTBA) will have your back!
ARTBA is the transportation
construction industry’s leading
advocate in the regulatory arena. The association averages more than 25 sets of regulatory comments each year in order
to ensure the industry has a seat at the table when regulatory issues are
being discussed.
Beginning with MAP-21, there are a number of new, ARTBA-supported
changes to the environmental review and approval process. Chief among
these is the greater use of categorical exclusions (CE). A CE is used
when impacts to the environment are minimal and involve less regulatory
burden than more cumbersome reviews, reducing delay by as much as a
decade in some instances. The amount of time saved by a CE can be years,
if not a decade depending on the situation. Specifically, MAP-21 allows
CEs to be used when replacing transportation improvements damaged
during “emergency situations” (hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.), for projects
involving minimal federal funds, projects in an existing right-of-way, and
modernization, repair or safety projects.

MAP-21 also allows more “lead agency” authority for the U.S. DOT,
integration of transportation planning and National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) requirements, time limits on permitting decisions, and more
opportunities for states to take control of different portions of the environmental review process. All of these reforms are ideas ARTBA has been
advocating in regulatory filings, testimony, and hearings for years. Once
enacted, they should go a long way toward reducing delays and needless
litigation currently impeding transportation projects.

federal authority over roadside ditches by redefining “waters of the United
States.” ARTBA has been fighting both regulatory and legislative attempts
to expand the reach of the CWA for the past five years. Multiple attempts
to remove the word “navigable” from the CWA have been defeated in
Congress, and ARTBA continues to contest against EPA’s efforts to do an
“end run” around the electorate and expand their reach through “guidance.”
If EPA succeeds, the permitting burden on transportation projects will
significantly increase, leading to needless delay and litigation.

ARTBA has already begun the process of submitting regulatory comments to DOT, FHWA, and FTA explaining to the agencies how all of
the new provisions in MAP-21 should be put into place. It is clear that
one of the goals of Congress, when creating MAP-21, was to significantly
reduce the time it takes to build transportation improvements projects.
With that in mind, it is essential to ensure the agencies implement the
transportation law in a manner that allows for the greatest reduction of
unnecessary delays.
Specifically, ARTBA has already issued comments to FHWA and FTA
on the greater use of CEs, noting that the agencies must be as flexible
as possible in deciding where CEs can be used. The more opportunities
to take advantage of the CE process, the greater the improvements to
efficiency will be. ARTBA has also stressed that once a class of projects is
determined to be a CE, there should be no further agency review. If the
CE process itself becomes the subject of unending
agency review and “red tape” there will be no real
advantage to increasing its use.

The Value of Experience

Another area where ARTBA’s regulatory advocacy
has borne fruit is the EPA’s decision in 2012 not to
include controversial “one-size-fits-all” standards in
newly issued stormwater permits. Originally, EPA
wanted to include a single, uniform standard for
runoff in all permits for all construction sites, meaning that a project in an extremely wet area would be
treated the same as one in an extremely dry area. For
the past five years, ARTBA repeatedly submitted
comments and testimony to EPA stating that builders and planners needed flexibility for stormwater
permits to account for different weather conditions
across the country under which projects are built.
ARTBA never gave up and remained vigilant, and
as a result EPA listened to ARTBA. The EPA will
be issuing new stormwater standards later this year.
However, ARTBA will remain involved and ensure
the transportation construction industry’s interests
are protected.
Shifting to the Clean Water Act (CWA), an
ongoing major fight ARTBA continues to engage
in concerns so-called EPA “guidance,” which is
actually a rulemaking in disguise and would extend

Innovative Use of Reinforced Earth® Systems
University of Pennsylvania Sports Complex

Do You Know?
Reinforced Earth systems are a viable solution to a wide range of
applications, including public and commercial facilities, waterways and
dams, industrial and mining, and railway structures.

REINFORCED EARTH®

Corporate Headquarters New Location
12001 Sunrise Valley Drive, Ste 400
Reston, Virginia 20191

800.446.5700
www.reinforcedearth.com

www.paconstructors.org
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ARTBA has warned EPA that such a course of action could throw many counties out of
compliance, placing their federal highway funding at risk. This in turn would make it more
difficult to build transportation projects that help reduce congestion and improve air quality.
To follow-up on the 2011 release of “The Economic
Impacts of Prohibiting Coal Fly Ash Use in Transportation Construction,” ARTBA continues to fight against
EPA’s efforts to regulate coal ash as a “hazardous substance.” While the
transportation community uses recycled coal fly ash to make structures
last longer and reduce the price of materials, EPA has been considering
classifying coal fly ash as “hazardous” for the past three years. EPA actions
have caused significant uncertainty in the coal fly ash market, leading to
decreased use as the regulated community awaits a final decision from
EPA, which is not expected until 2014 at the earliest. In the meantime,
ARTBA has been reminding regulators and legislators that removing coal
ash from use in transportation projects would cost the nation a staggering
$104.6 billion over the next 20 years. This information has helped to gain
support for efforts in both the House and Senate to legislatively remove
the “hazardous” option for coal fly ash from the EPA.
Turning to the federal Clean Air Act, EPA recently decided to tighten
national standards for particulate matter (PM), or soot, and will be doing
the same for ozone. ARTBA has warned EPA that such a course of action

could throw
many counties out of
compliance,
placing their federal highway funding at risk. This in turn would make it
more difficult to build transportation projects that help reduce congestion and improve air quality. ARTBA noted during testimony before the
House Energy and Commerce Committee last year that many counties are
still struggling to meet current PM standards and to change them would
be akin to moving the goalposts in the middle of a game.
Additionally, ARTBA is fighting attempts by EPA to place new air-quality monitors by heavily traveled roadsides in urban areas. ARTBA has repeatedly argued to EPA that using roadside monitors creates a false picture
of countywide air quality as emissions levels by heavily traveled roads will
naturally be higher than other areas. Such a false picture of a county’s air
quality could “snatch defeat from the jaws of victory” by highlighting only
the worst areas for emissions instead of focusing on the more complete,
and accurate picture of our nation’s success in improving air quality.
ARTBA is also active on issues concerning the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). Earlier this year, ARTBA stressed that the best possible
economic data must be used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

TRANSPORTATION &
INfRASTRucTuRe
Photo © Jim Schafer Location Photograhy

buIldINgS &
fAcIlITIeS
cONSTRucTION
MANAgeMeNT
eNeRgy
SeRvIceS

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
STV provides value- and quality-driven bridge and roadway designs
throughout Pennsylvania and the nation. Whether your project is design-build
or traditional delivery, we are committed to successful infrastructure design.
We are 100 percent employee-owned and, with a stake in the business, our
engineers and designers are motivated to satisfy our clients. We focus on
what matters most: personal attention, quality, and innovative thinking. Our
steady growth is proof-positive that we do it right, one successful project after
another; above: SR 528 Bridge Replacement over SR 422, Butler County.
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Offices in Philadelphia,
Douglassville, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh,
and Williamsport
Contact: Leonard Smith, Jr., PE
(717) 545-2103
Leonard.Smith@stvinc.com
An employee-owned firm
Offices nationwide
www.stvinc.com

Administration (NOAA) and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWA) when applying ESA regulations. The association supported efforts
by NOAA and FWA to streamline the way in which “critical habitat”
determinations were made under the ESA. “Critical habitat” is the area
of land set aside by the ESA that is necessary for an endangered orderthreatened species to subsist. While ARTBA approved of the agencies’ efforts to speed up the regulatory process, the association warned the agencies
that “critical habitat” determinations must be made in a neutral fashion and
take into account future transportation projects planned in or near the areas
in question.
Finally, ARTBA is an active participant in litigation to protect the interests
of the transportation construction community. In 2012, the association
achieved three significant victories in federal court. Two of these victories
occurred at the Supreme Court and all of them helped to reign in the U.S.
EPA’s continuing push to expand federal authority under the CWA. In total,
ARTBA’s efforts in the nation’s courts have allowed more than $50 billion in
challenged transportation projects to proceed since efforts began in 1993.
One of last year’s legal victories, Mingo Logan v. EPA, is currently
being appealed by the EPA. In the original decision, a federal judge
rebuked the EPA, saying the agency was “illogical” and “impractical,” and it
overstepped its authority by revoking a valid wetlands permit from a West
Virginia mining operation. ARTBA and its allies urged the court to block

EPA’s unprecedented decision to revoke a valid wetlands permit. While
the permit in question was for a mining operation, ARTBA highlighted
the potential negative effects such action could have on any industry –
including transportation construction – that relies on federal wetlands
permits. If EPA’s action had been allowed to stand, any project relying on
wetland permits would be in danger of losing its permits. Not because
planners had done anything wrong, but simply because EPA changed
its mind. Arguments in the EPA’s appeal were heard in March, with no
timetable for a decision.
ARTBA will consistently and aggressively be involved in issues impacting
how transportation improvements are built. In the past four years alone,
ARTBA has submitted more than 100 sets of regulatory comments on
dozens of issues. We will continue this pace in our litigation efforts in
order to ensure your business is protected from the constant barrage of
new regulations and policies springing forth from Washington D.C. In
conclusion, there are a host of issues on the environmental and regulatory
front facing the transportation construction industry. On all of them, you
can rest assured that ARTBA will have your back.
For more information on any of the issues mentioned in this article,
contact ARTBA’s Vice President of Environmental and Regulatory
Affairs and Assistant General Counsel Nick Goldstein, at
(202) 289-4434 ext. 207 or email ngoldstein@artba.org.
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Equipment Corporation of America (ECA) was founded in 1918 as a provider of construction,
industrial and material handling equipment. Today, ECA focuses primarily on the Foundation
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and provides parts and service from their five locations. Just as in 1918, ECA is the premier
provider of reliable and innovative products, services and solutions to the construction industry.
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Canada, and in a variety of capacities. Our success
stems from the diversity of our product lines, our
best-in-class service and our specialized knowledge
to adapt equipment to a variety of projects.
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➭ Field Service Fleet
➭ Parts, Accessories, Replacement Drill Teeth

This knowledge and demonstrated success has
placed our employees and equipment in crucial roles
when and where they are needed the most. Like
the widening projects on the Pennsylvania and New
Jersey Turnpikes, Ground Zero, levee restoration
in the Gulf after Hurricane Katrina, and the
post-collapse replacement of the Mississippi River
Bridge in Minneapolis. Stadiums? We have had our
equipment on basically every major stadium built
east of the Mississippi. Environmentally sensitive
projects? We have solved customer problems where
local emission standards have exceeded Federal
EPA standards or where the use of biodegradable
and synthetic oils are required.

Find out how we can build a foundation together. 1.800.PILE-USA -or- www.ecanet.com
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by Lori Murra

Sustainability rating systems may be an idea whose
time has come. Some people would argue that a holistic
method for measuring infrastructure sustainability is
long overdue. Consider that the following incidences,
while once considered to be incredibly inconvenient,
are now viewed as a serious threat to our way of
life: spiking energy prices, extended droughts, water
shortages, overtaxed power grids, traffic congestion,
collapsing bridges, urban sprawl, frequent forest fires,
and extensive flood damage.
When viewed collectively, these events may represent the consequences
of society’s push for continued economic development. Too often this is
an approach that tends to look the other way with respect to conserving
natural resources and protecting the ecosystem. Today, however, there is
a growing realization that certain natural resources are finite – and the
environment cannot repair itself.
This realization is the impetus behind LEED, a program from the U.S.
Green Building Council known as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. It rates and rewards building owners and designers for
their achievements in sustainable design and building performance. Nevertheless, many people today believe that to be truly effective, the concept
must extend beyond buildings to include the transportation system and
all of civil infrastructure. This is where sustainability rating systems can
clearly make a difference.
“The U.S. Green Building Council realizes that their buildings can
only have a minimal effect on the
community if they sit in a sea of
infrastructure that is not green,” said
Bill Bertera, executive director of the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI). “Whole communities – roads, bridges, streetlights – give that
building a place to be.” ISI is the organization behind the 1 1/2-year-old
Envision™ Rating System, touted as the first sustainability rating tool
that reaches beyond a specific region, project, or sector.
About two years ago, individuals at ISI and representatives from other
organizations, such as the American Council of Engineering Companies
(ACEC), the American Public Works Association (APWA) and the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), were in the early stages of
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developing a rating system when they realized that individuals at Harvard
University were developing a similar concept. Rather than creating two
separate but similar tools, both groups agreed to merge their rating
systems. Today, Envision is up and running, and several firms are credentialing employees and adopting these principles. HDR, Inc., a global
employee-owned firm that provides architecture, engineering, consulting,
construction, and related services through its various operating companies, is in the forefront of this movement.
HDR Takes the Lead
In early February, HDR, an Associated Pennsylvania Constructors
member, announced plans to credential more than 100 employees in ISI’s
Envision Sustainable Infrastructure Credential Program during the next
12 months, followed by hundreds more in the next few years. “HDR
is focused on sustainability as a core philosophy, and we recognize and
embrace the potential Envision has to transform the built environment,
much as the LEED Green Building Rating System did for the building industry,” said Michaella Wittmann, HDR senior vice president and
director of Sustainability.
To further demonstrate its commitment, HDR is an ISI Charter Member
and registered the first infrastructure project to use the Envision tool. The
company is well aware that the rating system is applicable to a wide range
of clients and projects, and experts within HDR are talking to clients
about using it on everything from a bridge project, to the expansion of
a highway, to a water-quality restoration project. “We feel that by being
committed this early on, we can influence how it develops,” Wittmann
said. “There is opportunity to help shape what this looks like, especially
since we do so much work in infrastructure. We want to be talking at the
table about how this impacts our clients.”
To accomplish this, HDR has developed a comprehensive in-house
training program to educate employees and prepare them for the Envision credentialing exam. A staff sustainability training manager helps
orchestrate this effort, which includes using both live and webinar-based
training modules to prepare for the 80-question exam.
Wittmann was involved with the early development of LEED, and she
points out that Envision functions much the same way, with a point
system, award levels and a third-party certification process. “There are
many similarities, including the interest and momentum and potential for
industry change,” she said. “It does not drive all sustainability decisions,
but it’s one way to measure the success of the project. It really changes
clients, project owners, and others on the thought process behind how
they design.”

Eric Madden, executive vice president of the
Pennsylvania chapter of ACEC, believes that
somebody needs to take the lead when a new concept like this is introduced. “Our environmental
community has been speaking about it and somewhat promoting it,” he said. “Some of our firms are
understanding it and trying to incorporate it into
design features.”
A New Way of Thinking

“It introduces a different level
of thinking related to managing
the sustainability of the projects,
and causes planners, owners,
and operators to think about
sustainability just like they
would think about budgets or
environmental concerns as they
put the project together.”

Envision provides
employees in privateand public-sector organizations with the training and skills needed
to use this tool for developing infrastructure
projects that are then verified as sustainable.
As a free, online tool that is available in the
public domain, Envision strives to improve across-the-board sustainability decision-making, from planning and design to construction
and maintenance.

To be fair, numerous similar tools exist, including the Greenroads Rating
System, which is applicable to roadway design and construction, and
GreenLITES, a New York State Department of Transportation environmental sustainability program – to name a couple. But again, these
systems do not encompass all infrastructure. Instead, they are limited to
a specific region, or they are sector-specific related to roads, bridges or
wastewater plants. Envision, on the other hand, applies to whole systems
rather than pieces and projects, and transcends all horizontal infrastructure. “I am not aware of any domestic tool that does what Envision
does,” Bertera said. “Great Britain and Australia are the closest to having
something similar.” Envision establishes a holistic framework. Without it,
projects will continue to be rated based on their performance as independent entities rather than by their contributions to the entire community.
“Today, what the tool itself hones in on isn’t just the regular considerations associated with making decisions about what projects to do. It
introduces a different level of thinking related to managing the sustainability of the projects, and causes planners, owners, and operators to think
about sustainability just like they would think about budgets or environmental concerns as they put the project together,” Bertera said. “We add
to the project this issue of sustainability. It is an issue that speaks directly
to matters everybody cares about – global warming and climate change.”
Bertera used Hurricane Sandy to illustrate this point. “(ISI does not) take
a position on what degree humankind has to do with global warming or
climate change. But the point is, something has to change with respect to
weather and its effect on our infrastructure,” he said. “We need to at least
take that into account in our planning. That is what the Envision tool
does. That is the different way the tool causes us to think.” At the point

when a project is being created or designed,
Envision asks questions that cause the planners
to think about what they’re doing. “But it’s not
prescriptive. Rather, it offers a series of interrogatives, and then it offers some best practices,”
Bertera added.

Part of the beauty of Envision is that anyone
can use it, and the only associated cost is time
and energy. While it is designed to help the
public sector make better decisions about civil
infrastructure, Envision takes into account that
the private sector often supports the public
sector in these endeavors. At the same time, some types of infrastructure
are owned by the private sector but have an impact on sustainability, such
as the placement of oil refineries, for example. Envision is appropriate
for projects like this as well. But a third type of infrastructure exists that
could fall under both the public or private sector, such as water treatment
plants and solid-waste facilities. Huge possibilities are associated with
this category.
Currently, Envision is best applied at the planning and design stages of
a project, but modules will soon be introduced that make it equally applicable during the construction phase. According to Bertera, by this time
next year it will be useable for operational and maintenance stages as well.
It’s important to point out that most of the infrastructure has a life span
that extends 20 to
50 years, and much
of the expense is not
evident at the time
of construction. For
example, when highways and bridges are
renovated, there is an
opportunity to make
them more sustainable. “The issue of
sustainability isn’t
just available the first
time around,” Bertera explained. “As our
ideas about sustainability change, each
time you change that
bridge – paint it or
strengthen it – you
have decisions to
make about sustainability.”
www.paconstructors.org
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aside from being a good thing to do, is that the
Taking it to the Next Level
“As our ideas about
public wants to do a better job for the people it
Envision was designed for use in North America;
sustainability change, each
serves, and contractors want to do a better job for
however, it is beginning to attract global interest.
time you change that bridge –
the people they serve – which are often govern“In terms of sustainability, there are many parts of
paint
it
or
strengthen
it
–
you
ment entities,” Bertera explained. Knowing this
the world that are far ahead of us. Their resources
makes it easier to understand why Envision has
are more endangered and their population is
have decisions to make about
the greatest impact when it’s applied to a series
increasing,” Bertera said. “Issues of sustainability
sustainability.”
of projects or a whole system rather than an
in some of these areas are already approaching the
individual project.
gravity of life and death. There is a greater urgency
and a greater interest because they have less to work with. Here in the
Bertera also makes the point that when a developer applies the LEED
United States everything seems so abundant.” Add to that the fact that
standard to a building, it increases the value of that building and creates
the largest private engineering companies gain 40 percent of their income
a return on investment for the owner. “You don’t have that argument
from overseas operations, and it’s easy to see that the concept will probwith a bridge because nobody will sell the bridge,” he said. “The added
ably go global whether it was intended to or not.
value comes from taking into account the benefits of developing and
building in sustainable elements over the whole lifecycle of the bridge
Today, public and private entities are using sustainability rating systems
and being able to demonstrate that benefit when the project is being
like Envision for a variety of reasons, and not only because it’s the right
put together. If you can measure the benefits associated with those
thing to do. Civil infrastructure is owned by the public sector, so the
early decisions over the life span of the project, a strong argument can
Envision tool views the public sector as its client base. For the same
be made that some elements of sustainability pay for themselves many
reason, the private sector, which works with the public sector, benefits
times over.”
equally because it helps them do a better job. “The whole incentive,
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Likewise, the social implications cannot be ignored. “The idea that it only
benefits the business community is really quite upside down,” Bertera
said. “It matters as much for those parts of society that have the least
because those folks are more dependent upon civil infrastructure than the
rest of us. They can’t pick up and leave. They are stuck with what’s there.”
On the other hand, infrastructure is the basis for economic competition in
that even local infrastructure plays a part in global competition.
At this point, Bertera is optimistic about how much has been accomplished in a short period of time. “Public agencies are beginning to
require on their RFPs that responding firms have on-staff people who
are credentialed in Envision,” he said. “The City of Dallas is one, as
well as the Port of Long Beach, and the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority.” He believes that companies like HDR are smart to get
involved early on.
Wittmann agrees. “(HDR is) employee-owned, and we realize a lot of the
efficiencies in addressing it,” she said. “We will continue to work closely
with ISI and make sure our clients understand how it might apply to
their projects.”

Overview of Sustainability
• Satisfying basic social and economic needs, both present and
		 future, and the responsible use of natural resources, all while
		 maintaining or improving the well-being of the environment
		 on which life depends
• Addressing environmental, economic, and social equity
		 dimensions (triple bottom line)

Social
Bearable

Equitable

Sustainable

Environment

Viable

Economic

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/general/
utc/2012webinar/sustainability/index.cfm
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In this day and age, being environmentally conscious is
part of being a positive contributor to our communities,
neighborhoods, and even our workplace. Likewise,
it is essential for government to also look for ways to
lessen the environmental impact of our programs and
improvements to infrastructure. That is exactly what
PennDOT’s Strategic Recycling Program aims to do.
The Strategic Recycling Program looks for ways to improve the environment and save money through improving pollution prevention, recycling,
energy efficiency, and sound management practices. The program was
created in 1998 by PennDOT in order to fulfill the requirements under
the Pennsylvania Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste
Reduction Act (Act 101). This law directed PennDOT to evaluate
products and materials that can be recycled for use in transportation or
civil engineering applications. For nearly 15 years, PennDOT and the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) have
worked together to promote and support recycled materials usage in
highway construction and maintenance.
The program utilizes five key focus areas to achieve its goals and create a
sustainable culture that encourages the use of recycled materials through
research, creating specifications, evaluating projects, conducting outreach,
and contracting or providing technical assistance.
To ensure that PennDOT is always improving, most of the program is
dedicated to researching the newest ways to re-use materials or save time
and money on how projects are completed. PennDOT also has to ensure
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that recycled materials can be used in projects, meaning that the materials must perform at the same level as conventional materials, if not better.
In addition, the recycled materials have to undergo the same quality
assurance and quality control reviews while being cost competitive with
other conventional materials.
Once a recycled material is approved for use in a transportation-related
project, the department will create user guidelines on how to appropriately use the material. The department will then use the material within a
project to monitor its performance and then communicate the results to
the engineering community.
One of the department’s most recent projects involved Asphalt Rubber
Gap Graded (AR-GG). Rubber has been used historically within the
department; however, recently a new process known as “the wet process”
was created in which the anti-aging ingredient in tire rubber is combined
with liquid binder, which has the potential of creating a mix that is more
durable and weather resistant. The project took place in Berks County and
consisted of paving five miles on Interstate 78 with 27,000 tons of ARGG, which included approximately 60,000 scrap tires as crumb rubber. So
far, PennDOT has found that AR-GG has better resistance to rutting in
higher temperatures and better resistance to cracking in lower temperatures. The use of crumb rubber is a cost-effective solution that also provides
for a better and longer pavement performance that may lead to decreased
maintenance costs in the future. The performance of AR-GG is still being
monitored, and so far the results are looking promising.
Another promising project involves the use of tire shreds as lightweight
fill in the construction of the Tarrtown Bridge in Armstrong County.

The 11 currently approved
recycled materials are:
PennDOT District 10 used the
shredded tires as lightweight
embankment fill on the two bridge
approaches along S.R. 4023. The
bridge spans a tributary stream
over the Allegheny River and has a
high-traffic volume of large trucks.
Being that the project site had
Shredded tires create an
existing soft soil conditions, the
embankment on the Tarrtown
lightweight shredded tires were an
Bridge in Armstrong County.
innovative solution that utilized
an estimated 557,000 scrap tires from community collection days and six
abandoned tire piles within Pennsylvania.
PennDOT’s District 1 utilized Reclaimed Portland Cement Concrete
(RPCC), which is a mixture of pavement, bridge piers and abutments,
posts for signs, guiderails, and remnants of repair work, in pipe replacement projects and mixed with RAP as shoulder backup material. The use
of RPCC helped District 1 leverage buying power by reusing previously
purchased concrete into useable reclaimed materials. The RPCC reduced
the amount of new materials the district needed to purchase. Concrete
accounts for up to 67 percent, by weight, of construction and demolition
waste in the U.S. The use of recycled materials as a supplement to natural
materials conserves natural resources and keeps concrete out of landfills.
At least 36 states are now using RPCC materials in highway construction.
In addition to the aforementioned projects, PennDOT District 8 completed a Rubberized Asphalt Seal Coat (RASC) project – made from
16,000 ground-up tires – to resurface approximately 10.1 miles between
Franklintown and East Berlin in York and Adams counties. The purpose
of this project is to evaluate the effectiveness of a hot-applied RASC as a

maintenance treat• Asphalt Shingles
ment for roadways
• Blast Furnace slag
with traffic volumes
(including ground/granulated)
of up to 12,000 vehi• Bottom Ash
cles per day. Among
• Compost/Mulch/Soil Amendments
the expected benefits
• Crushed Glass
of the RASC is a re• Foundry Sand
duction in whip-off,
• Fly Ash
or the deterioration
• Reclaimed Portland Cement Concrete
of a roadway, and a
• Recycled Asphalt Pavement
quick turnaround
• Scrap Tires
to reopening the
• Steel Slag
roadway. In addition,
unlike with the conventional oil and chip, motorists don’t have to deal with
loose stones flying around. Traffic can travel on the newly paved surface as
soon as sweeping is completed.
Crushed glass has been used in PennDOT projects as an alternative
backfill. Projects have utilized crushed glass for pipe bedding, pipe backfill or even as embankment fill. PennDOT has found that crushed glass
is better utilized for pipe bedding as there were some slight issues with
compaction when used as embankment fill; however, it is an exemplary
alternative in most backfill and bedding purposes.
The department currently uses 12 recycled materials for various uses, 11
of which currently have specifications and provisional use guidelines for
construction and maintenance operations.
To learn more about PennDOT’s Strategic Recycling Program or about
the recycled materials, visit www.dot.state.pa.us.

Protection Services Inc.
a Subsidiary of New Enterprise Stone & Lime., Inc.
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The American Association of State and Highway Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration, developed the Center for Environmental Excellence. The center offers a wide range of products and services
to assist transportation agencies in achieving environmental
excellence in delivering their transportation programs and
projects. Through its information exchange, technical assistance,
partnership-building, and training resources, the center helps
transportation agencies incorporate environmental compliance,
sustainability, and stewardship into transportation planning,
project development, construction, maintenance, and operations.
The Center for Environmental Excellence Advisory Board, comprised of
members from across the country, represent various AASHTO Standing
Committees (Highways, Maintenance, Design, Construction, Project
Delivery, Planning, Public Transportation, Environment, etc.). A vital
role of the advisory board is to ensure that AASHTO’s diverse environmental efforts are supported, coordinated, and prioritized by the center
as they tailor products and services to meet the environmental needs of
the state transportation agencies and their partners. Jim Ritzman, deputy
secretary for planning at PennDOT serves as a member of the Center
for Environmental Excellence Advisory Board.
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Ritzman believes that the Center for Environmental Excellence’s website
is the best place to start when you are grappling with trying to understand an environmental issue or looking for a new approach to an ageold problem. The website includes current topics and events associated
with environmental information that transportation professionals would
be interested in knowing about. For example, a March article discusses
the Washington State Department of Transportation’s plans to begin
installing adaptive light-emitting-diode lighting (LED) systems, which
will replace conventional highway light fixtures with LED fixtures, along
a stretch of U.S. Route 101 near Olympia. The adaptive LED system to
be installed is part of a pilot project that will be tested for potential cost
savings and overall effectiveness. Additional information is provided
through use of a web link.
Ritzman notes that one of the most beneficial items that the center
has worked on is the development of 14 practitioner handbooks, which
provide a concise guide for the following topics:
• Maintaining a Project File and Preparing an Administrative Record
for a NEPA Study
• Responding to Comments on an Environmental Impact Statement
• Managing the NEPA Process for Toll Lanes and Toll Roads
• Tracking Compliance with Environmental Commitments/Use of
Environmental Monitors
• Utilizing Community Advisory Committees for NEPA Studies
• Consulting Under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
• Defining the Purpose and Need and Determining the Range of
Alternatives for Transportation Projects
• Developing and Implementing an Environmental Management
System in a State Department of Transportation

• Using the SAFETEA-LU Environmental Review Process
(23 U.S.C. 139)
• Using the Transportation Planning Process to Support the
NEPA Process
• Complying with Section 4(f ) of the U.S. DOT Act
• Assessing Indirect Effects and Cumulative Impacts under NEPA
• Developing and Implementing a Stormwater Management Program
in a Transportation Agency
• Applying the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines in Transportation
Project Decision Making
These well-written and easy-to-read guides will allow any interested
individual to gain knowledge about these issues without having to read
volumes of material. You are encouraged to take a closer look at two of
the practitioner handbooks in particular: “Managing the NEPA Process
for Toll Lanes and Toll Roads” and “Defining the Purpose and Need
and Determining the Range of Alternatives for Transportation Projects.”
With the passage of Public Private Partnership (P3) legislation, understanding the material covered in these handbooks is essential for seeing
P3 projects come to fruition.

Summary of the Practitioner Handbook for Determining
the Range of Alternatives for Transportation Projects
One of the most important tasks in any National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) study is the definition of the project’s purpose
and need. This handbook provides recommendations for defining
the purpose and need, and determining the range of alternatives
in environmental impact statements, and environmental assessments for transportation projects in accordance with NEPA. Issues
covered include understanding the legislative and planning context;
determining the needs; defining the project purpose; screening
alternatives; and involving agencies and the public.
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topic areas:
• Air Quality
• Context Sensitive Solutions
• Environmental Considerations in Planning
• Environmental Enhancements
• Environmental Justice
• Environmental Management Systems
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Center Products and Services Highlights
Web Site: The web site at http://environment.transportation.org serves as a one-stop
source of environmental information for
transportation professionals. Over 20
environmental topic areas are covered.
Practitioner’s Handbook Series: The
handbooks provide practical advice on a
range of environmental issues that arise
during the planning, development, maintenance, and operation of transportation
projects and programs. They are downloadable from the Center web site.
Peer Exchanges: The peer exchanges
facilitate discipline-focused and interdisciplinary discussion of environmental issues
and problems facing transportation agencies.
Webcasts/Webinars: The Webcasts/
webinars provide training to advance the

state-of-the practice on important topics
and are archived on the Center web site.

problem statements, and submission of the
problem statements to the National
Cooperative Research Program and Surface
Transportation Environment and Planning
Research Program.

Communities of Practice: The Center
facilitates an on-going dialogue with a group
of invited transportation practitioners in the
topic areas of air quality, storm water management, and historic bridges. The dialogue
is facilitated by a senior technical expert and
summaries of important issues are available
on the Center web site.

Programmatic Agreement Library: The
Library on the Center web site provides a
compilation of executed programmatic
agreements to streamline compliance and
enhance environmental stewardship.

Transportation Environmental Research:
The Center’s Transportation Environmental
Research Ideas Database (TERI) on the
Center’s web site serves as storehouse for
tracking and sharing transportation and
environmental research ideas in over 20
topic areas. The Center coordinates a
comprehensive AASHTO committee review
of the TERI ideas, development of research

How Can We Assist You? The Center’s
products and services are intended to serve
your needs. If you have a particular need
for environmental information, technical
assistance, partnership-building, or training,
you can communicate that need with
AASHTO via the Center’s web site at:
http://environment.transportation.org/
global/share_info.aspx

Low Strain (PIT)
Integrity Testing
by the Foundation Testing Experts
GRL assesses the
integrity of drilled,
augered or driven
concrete piles.

JUNE 3-5

Ask us also about
unknown depth
evaluation

Quick response...
results you can trust
Pennsylvania....610.459.0278
Central Office ...216.831.6131
Other offices nationwide
www.GRLengineers.com/PIT
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Federal Issues Program and
Transportation Construction
Coalition Washington Fly-In
Hyatt Regency Washington
on Capitol Hill—Washington D.C.
Featuring June 3 ARTBA Foundation Gala Awards Dinner
For more information, contact Ed Tarrant, ARTBA
vice president of meetings & events at 202.289.4434.
www.artba.org/news-events/
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Students in Dr. Laurie Cella’s Studies in Writing class
at Shippensburg University put local history into
print last fall. Their book,
From Here to There, tells
the stories of residents of
Franklin and Fulton counties and their experiences
along U.S. Route 30.

“I’ve lived right by Route 30 my whole life,”
Shippensburg Junior Amy Owens said, “but I
never realized the highway’s importance to the
community until now.”
Among the 20 or so stories included in From
Here to There are those of Totem Pole Playhouse employee Lu Merriman and Ben Franklin impersonator Bob Harrison.

Route 30 was chosen as the topic because of its
importance on both national and local levels.
The highway stretches more than 3,000 miles,
from Atlantic City, N.J., to Astoria, Ore. It was
the first coast-to-coast paved road in the U.S.
Today, U.S. 30 remains the third-longest highway in the country, behind U.S. Routes 20 and 6.

Lu has worked in the box office of the playhouse for 20 years. She said Route 30 played an
important role in the playhouse’s development
because it afforded accessibility. “We get audiences from everywhere,” Lu said. “They come
from D.C., Baltimore, and all the outlying
areas. They come in by the busloads, usually for
the Wednesday, Saturday, or Sunday matinees.
But then, we have some that come for the
evening performances as well.”

The book illustrates the significant impact the
road has had on the history of Franklin and
Fulton counties.

Amy said From Here to There is a bridge
between the university and the surrounding
community. “Area residents can see that there

are students at Shippensburg University who
are interested in learning about the community
around them,” she said. “The project demonstrates that Ship’s students appreciate their
education and want to extend it off campus.”
Even so, the book’s publication made Amy
excited and nervous. “I never had an essay
published in a book, especially for the
community to read. Even though this process
has been hard work, I know it will be well
worth it in the end – a chance of a lifetime.”
The mid-December publication of From Here
to There included a launch party in the Dauphin
Humanities Center. Residents of Franklin and
Fulton counties were in attendance and enjoyed
listening to the students read their essays.
Kayla Derstein ’13 was the fall intern for the
Shippensburg University Magazine.
Reprinted with the permission of Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania

www.paconstructors.org
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PennDOT Announces Changes
to Prequalification Policies
by James W. Kutz, Esquire,
McNees, Wallace & Nurick LLC

Following months of
ongoing discussions
between PennDOT and
industry representatives, PennDOT has
recently published several significant policy
changes with respect
to how it intends to
James W. Kutz, Esquire administer its system of
prequalifying contractors for highway projects. The complete text of the policy changes
can be found on PennDOT’s ECMS website
under “Bulletins.”
As most in the highway industry in Pennsylvania are aware, PennDOT is mandated by the
State Highway Law (36 P.S. §670-404.1) to
maintain a system to qualify “competent and
responsible bidders on highway projects.” As
a result of this statutory mandate, PennDOT
has developed detailed formal Prequalification Regulations, which are found in 67 Pa.
Code, Chapter 457. These regulations establish,
among other things, the process contractors
must follow to become prequalified, the
information that must be submitted to become
prequalified, the prequalification renewal process, the process for suspension and debarment,
and the coding system for work areas in which
prequalification can be obtained.
Over the past several years, numerous issues
surrounding the prequalification process have
been raised by contractors and subcontractors.
As a result, APC formed a committee to study
various issues affecting prequalification, and to
30
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gather information from its members as to possible ways to improve the process. That committee ultimately provided its recommendations
to PennDOT in September 2012. Thereafter,
after a series of meetings were held, PennDOT
made a preliminary determination as to which
of the industry’s recommendations it would
accept, and ultimately published its changed
policies on its ECMS website in February
2013. Notably, these changes are not formal
changes to the Prequalification Regulations,
but rather are PennDOT’s published internal
policies to reflect how it intends to administer
the prequalification process going forward.
While not all of the industry’s recommendations were accepted, the policy changes have
certainly resolved some issues. Additionally, as a
part of this process, PennDOT developed written guidelines with respect to several internal
procedures that PennDOT had previously
followed, but had never formally published to
the industry. The four major areas on which the
prequalification policy statements were recently
published are set forth below.
1. The Three-Strike Rule
The “three-strike rule” that is part of the
prequalification process is authorized by
Section 457.13(a)(10) of the Prequalification
Regulations. The regulations allow PennDOT
to temporarily suspend or debar a contractor for
“three or more occurrences where the contractor has been declared ineligible for a contract.”
Unfortunately, the regulations do not define
what the term “declared ineligible” means, nor
do the regulations provide guidance on other
aspects of the “three-strike rule,” including,

for example, how long a “strike” remains on a
contractor’s record.
The recent policy change announced by
PennDOT with respect to the “three-strike
rule” clarifies PennDOT’s internal position
as to how it interprets the phrase “declared
ineligible” in the prequalification regulations.
First, the policy statement indicates that “the
prequalification office expire the declaration
of a contract ineligibility three years after its
occurrence.” Therefore, once a strike is assigned
to a contractor by PennDOT, PennDOT itself
will effectively remove that strike from the contractor’s record after three years from the date
of occurrence. This pronouncement ensures
that a contractor that has been given one or
more strikes will not be in jeopardy forever.
Second, the policy change identifies the specific
instances in which PennDOT will consider
a “strike.” The 10 specific actions for which
PennDOT will issue a strike include: (1) a
bidder not having adequate current prequalification capacity; (2) a bidder does not have
the classification codes for at least 50 percent
of the total bid price; (3) the bidder withdraws
a bid after bid opening based on a judgment
mistake rather than a clerical error; (4) more
than one bid is submitted on the same project
by a company, including subsidiaries, affiliates,
etc.; (5) evidence of collusion among bidders;
(6) the contractor is currently debarred but bids
a project anyhow; (7) failure to submit MBE/
WBE information within the time required;
(8) failure to submit DBE information within
the time required; (9) materially unbalancing a

bid; and (10) failing to execute a contract. The
recent policy change also includes a statement
that “any other disqualification of bidder and
rejection of bid as defined by Pub. 408 Section 102.13 may result in contract ineligibility
determination.”
The new policy with respect to the “threestrike rule” provides some clarity as to how
PennDOT will administer the “three-strike
rule” going forward, as it identifies the 10
enumerated instances that PennDOT believes
are covered by the Prequalification Regulations
as being a declaration of ineligibility, and as
PennDOT has indicated that it will remove a
strike after three years. Additionally, the policy
change also confirms that a third strike will
not necessarily automatically result in suspension or debarment. Indeed, the Prequalification Regulations themselves indicate that any
such action after a third strike is discretionary
by the department. However, the new policy
pronouncement does indicate that upon issuance of the third “strike,” a notice of “proposed
suspension pending debarment proceedings”
will be issued to the contractor. Following
receipt of that notice, the contractor will have
21 days from the mailing date of that notice
to provide information in opposition to the
proposed suspension, after which an informal
meeting typically will be held between the contractor and the department. Once PennDOT
completes the investigation, it will make the

determination whether to precede with the
debarment proceedings or withdraw the notice
of suspension. That process is consistent with
the existing Prequalification Regulations.
One other important distinction that the policy
change on the “three-strike rule” makes is that
a bid withdrawal due to a clerical error or a
mathematical mistake will not count as a strike.
Rather, only a bid withdrawal due to a judgment mistake will serve as the basis for a strike.
Finally, there are still some issues in the new
policy on which the industry may have some
concerns. For example, the policy change does
not provide for any appeal process with respect
to PennDOT’s determination as to whether
a specific event constitutes a strike. However,
there are appeal rights in the event of an ultimate finding of suspension or debarment.
2. Conditional Prequalification
In the past, PennDOT’s Prequalification Office
has applied informal policies regarding the use
of “conditional prequalification” and “provisional
prequalification” to allow contractors that were
already prequalified to perform work for which
they did not have the current “code” under
certain circumstances. The recent policy change
announced by PennDOT, however, sets forth
significant changes with respect to the “conditional” prequalification process. Under the new
rules, a contractor may become conditionally
prequalified, even if it is a newly organized

T-WALL

®

contractor, based on the prior experience of the
personnel within their organization. The new
conditional prequalification process operates in
a manner similar to the regular prequalification
process, but after a newly organized contractor
has successfully completed its efficient number
of projects, it can transition to a “regular”
prequalification. While the detailed application
process to obtain conditional prequalification
is set forth at length in PennDOT’s policy
bulletin, it generally requires the contractor
to submit much of the same information as it
would during a regular prequalification process.
However, since the primary basis for conditional prequalification will be the expertise of
specific employees, a contractor must submit a
declaration that a proposed full-time field superintendent or working foreman will direct all
daily on-site construction activities associated
with a proposed conditional work classification. The policy change also sets forth a specific
format for the resumés that must be submitted
to establish the qualifications of the individuals who have the experience, and on which the
conditional prequalification request is based.
The contractor may only apply the conditional
work classification to no more than three projects at a time.
The conditional prequalification process is a
significant change in PennDOT’s policy, as it
allows a process through which contractors that
are not already prequalified to obtain work class

Retaining Wall System
From Concept to Completion

PA TURNPIKE

MP A20.31 - A25.67
I-476 Roadway and
Bridge Reconstruction

Complete design and material
support for your retaining wall
requirements

THE NEEL COM PANY
703-913-7858 ph
703-913-7859 fax
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codes for certain work based on the qualifications of their personnel. This policy change
should address numerous situations that can
occur in the highway industry, including newly
formed contractors seeking prequalification,
newly organized companies due to generational
transfer or other business considerations seeking prequalification, and other similar circumstances. PennDOT’s Prequalification Office
will still evaluate each conditional prequalification request, but newly formed companies
which employ individuals with the appropriate
qualifications should now have a much easier
time obtaining prequalification than they had
under the prior system.
3. Provisional Prequalification
PennDOT’s “provisional prequalification”
policy allows a contractor that is already
prequalified to work as a subcontractor in areas
that it does not have an existing work classification code, as long as a prime contractor is willing to “train and directly supervise” the work
as it is self-performed by the subcontractor.
Unlike conditional prequalification, provisional
qualification is granted on a project-by-project
basis. The purpose of this process is to allow
a contractor to obtain new codes through the
successful completion of specific work items
on projects under the supervision of a prime
contractor that already maintains the codes.
PennDOT’s newly announced provisional
prequalification process is not materially different than the provisional prequalification process
that has been informally in place for some
time. However, the new policy does set forth
specific additional detailed procedures that
must be followed before a contractor can obtain

provisional prequalification for a project. The
provisional prequalification applies to only first
tier subcontract work, and only one provisional
prequalification classification will be granted
per subcontractor at a time.
While PennDOT has announced how it intends to administer the provisional prequalification process, it is unclear how often this process
will be used. The provisional prequalification
process requires significant effort on the part
of a prime contractor to supervise and “train”
the subcontractor in a particular area of work.
With the exception of training disadvantaged
business enterprises and other small businesses
in certain work areas, or unless there is a need
for additional subcontractors in the market
for certain specialty items, there is likely little
incentive for prime contractors to agree to a
provisional prequalification process for one
of its subcontractors. There are other hurdles
to utilizing the newly announced provisional
prequalification process, as a subcontractor must
use its own equipment or lease the equipment
from an independent rental company, and cannot use the equipment of the prime contractor.
Additionally, the items of proposed subcontract
work must be of sufficient quantity to provide
at least 20 working days of meaningful training
on the project. While the exact final mechanics
of this system are still being discussed, some of
these restrictions may ultimately have a chilling
effect on the use of the provisional prequalification process.

4. General Highway Contractor Designation
Under PennDOT’s Prequalification Regulations, a contractor must perform 50 percent
of the value of the contract work with its own
forces. For many smaller
contractors, PennDOT
A R C H I T E C T U R E I E N V I R O N M E N TA L I T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
will review a bid to
ensure that, based on
the bid prices submitted by the contractor,
that contractor has the
necessary prequalification codes to perform 50
percent of the value of
the work. However, the
Oﬃces located throughout Pennsylvania:
Prequalification RegulaYork I Harrisburg I Lehigh Valley I New Cumberland
Pittsburgh I State College I Stroudsburg
tions also provide that if
800-274-2224 I www.bh-ba.com
a contractor is deemed to
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be a “general highway contractor,” bids of that
contractor need not be reviewed for the 50-percent classification requirement unless specialty
items predominate. While this provision does
not relieve the contractor of its ultimate obligation to perform 50 percent of the work with its
own forces, it does allow an entity designated
as a “general highway contractor” (GHC) some
additional flexibility in the subcontracting
process, as a GHC is essentially considered to
be prequalified in all areas of work.
The recent policy change announced by
PennDOT attempts to clarify the specific codes
that a contractor must maintain in order to be
considered a GHC under the Prequalification
Regulations. Essentially, in order to be determined to be a GHC, a contractor must maintain an Earth Work code (“C”), an Incidental
Construction code (“H”), a Structures code
(“S”), and one of the two major pavement codes
(either “F” – Bituminous Pavement or “G” –
Rigid Pavement). This policy pronouncement
is similar to what is set forth in the Prequalification Regulations, but it does now list the
specific “letter” codes that must be maintained,
which clarifies PennDOT’s position on the
meaning of the existing regulations.
Unresolved Issues
While PennDOT’s newly announced policy
changes provide significant clarity that should
help contractors understand how PennDOT
will administer the Prequalification Regulations in the future, there are still a few issues
that were discussed at length by PennDOT
and the industry representatives, but remain
unresolved. For example, the industry sought
some changes as to how PennDOT completes
past performance reports and utilizes them
in the prequalification process. Additionally, there were significant discussions as to
whether the number of current prequalification
codes – which have more than doubled since
they were initially developed – is appropriate.
These issues are still being discussed between
PennDOT and APC, and additional policy
changes or regulatory changes may be considered with respect to these issues.

Submit news about your company
to Cynthia K. Sells via email
at csells@paconstructors.org

BH Donates PA Flags
to National Guard
Unit in Kuwait
A little bit of home goes a
long way to comfort service
men and women deployed
in foreign lands. Buchart
Horn is donating a little bit
of home in the form of PA
Captain Ryan Hopkins in Kuwait with donated
state flags, to Company D
PA state flags.
of the 1st Battalion, 109th
Infantry Regiment of the PA Army National Guard, stationed in Kuwait
since November 2012.
The life span of a flag is about two weeks in that harsh environment.
The Commonwealth of PA was unable to fund replacement flags for the
unit. Captain Ryan Hopkins, son of Buchart Horn Sr. Engineer James
Hopkins, is the commander of D Company. Capt. Hopkins, an engineering officer and architectural graduate of Notre Dame, asked for his
father’s assistance in seeking donations so that the PA state flag would
continue to fly in the company’s compound. Buchart Horn and others
donated flags so service men and women would have a small reminder
of home while serving in Kuwait.

Urban’s Team Wins Infill Philadelphia:
Soak It Up! Competition
A team consisting of Urban Engineers, Mathews Nielsen Landscape
Architects, and Spiezle Architectural Group has won the Commercial Retrofit Design Category of the
Infill Philadelphia: Soak
It Up! competition.
The team’s design submission, “Stormwater reStore,” proposes rainwater
reclamation improvements to the Shopping Plaza at 3021 Grays Ferry
Ave. in Philadelphia. This car-oriented retail strip center, containing a
supermarket and located on a brownfield site along the Schuylkill River,
has the potential to play a more central role in the neighborhood through
improved walkability, pop-up space for community events, and access to
the new recreational trail along the river. The team’s innovative design will
serve as a prototype for future green stormwater infrastructure projects,
illustrate the potential for public/private partnerships, and create awareness
about the return on investment of such projects for property owners.

Upon completion of their deployment, the unit will return a flag,
packaged for display, to Buchart Horn, to show the unit’s appreciation.
Pennsylvania soldiers in Kuwait will think of home when they see their
state flag. We would do well to remember them and reflect upon their
sacrifices whenever we see our state or national flag.

The competition is part of Infill Philadelphia: Soak It Up! – an
18-month partnership of the Philadelphia Water Department, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and Community Design Collaborative to revitalize urban neighborhoods through the adoption of green
stormwater management in the Philadelphia region. These methods are
outlined in Green City, Clean Waters, Philadelphia’s $2 billion, 25-year
plan to protect and enhance the city’s waterways by managing stormwater primarily through innovative green stormwater infrastructure.

Buchart Horn is a full-service international engineering and architectural firm founded in York in 1945 by two former high school friends,
Clair Buchart, AIA, and Russell E. Horn, P.E. Today, Buchart Horn has
250 technical and support staff and offices in eight states and Germany
serving clients in three primary areas, architecture, transportation,
and environmental engineering and design services.

In total, 28 teams, 101 firms, and 315 designers, engineers, and other
sustainability professionals participated from the Philly region and other
U.S. cities, including New York City, Portland, and St. Louis. The process included a six-week collaborative design period and a submission
in late January, whereby an expert jury from the fields of design,
engineering, development, and sustainability selected the finalists.
www.paconstructors.org
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New Cumberland Firm’s Design Integrates
Thrill Ride into the Environment
Century Engineering Inc. has earned a National Recognition Award
for exemplary engineering achievement in the American Council of
Engineering Companies’ (ACEC) 47th annual Engineering Excellence
Awards for its role in the design of Skyrush, a new roller coaster
at Hersheypark in Hershey.
With four high-speed turns, five zero-G airtime hills, and a 200-foot
drop, Skyrush provides riders no shortage of thrills. Century’s innova-

tive environmental design utilized advanced modeling technologies that
aided the placement of 170 ride support columns for the 3,600-foot long
Skyrush without causing any degradation to Spring Creek or a sensitive
floodplain.
Judging for the top awards took place in February, conducted by a nationwide panel of more than 30 engineers, architects, government representatives, media members, and academia members. Awards criteria included
uniqueness and originality, technical innovation, social and economic
value, complexity, and success in enhancing the practice of engineering.

Erdman Anthony Elects
New Board Members
Erdman Anthony shareholders, at the
company’s recent annual meeting, elected the
following directors to the Erdman Anthony
Holding Company Board for the 2013-2014
term: Noel Caron, P.E.; Bob Leonard, P.E.;
Andy Taylor, P.E., CFPS; and Vince Weiser,
P.E. They join the following board members who will be completing the remainder
of their two-year terms in 2013: Stephen
Easton, Curt Helman, P.E.; James Noth,
P.E., PSM; Bruce Wallmann, P.E.; and Dan
Ziemianski, P.E.
In addition, the board named Curt Helman,
P.E., as chairman; Vince Weiser, P.E., as vice
chairman; and Daniel Ziemianski, P.E., as
secretary. Bob Mayeron and Pat Burke will
continue to serve as board advisors.
For nearly 60 years, Erdman Anthony has
been providing infrastructure engineering and
support services to private industry and government clients. The firm employs nearly 300
people, including 80 professional engineers
and licensed land surveyors throughout its
offices in Albany, Buffalo, Hudson Valley, and
Rochester, N.Y.; Harrisburg and Pittsburgh;
West Palm Beach, Fla.; and Portland, Maine.
Erdman Anthony is one of a relative handful
of engineering consulting firms nationwide to
have earned ISO 9001 quality certification.
For more information, visit the firm’s website
at www.erdmananthony.com.
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American Infrastructure Earns Top Magazine Rankings
American Infrastructure announced that it
has been named to Chief Executive Magazine’s 2013 Top Companies for Leaders. The
company is currently ranked second on the
list of private companies that excel in leadership development – up two places from its
2012 position.
Chief Executive authors Dr. Jenna Filipkowski and J.P. Donlon report that, since
A Ross Myers, Chairman
and CEO of AI
2005, the magazine “has sought to identify
the top global companies that seek to develop talent beyond the CEO’s
direct reports, with the view that every CEO, regardless of the size of
the company he or she leads, can learn to be a better nurturer of talent
and builder of teams.”

Mid-Atlantic, with offices in the Philadelphia; Baltimore; Washington, D.C.; and Richmond markets, as well as five satellite offices from
Pittsburgh to Williamsburg. The company also presently has 11 materials mining and/or asphalt production facilities in four states. Presently,
employing 1,800 people, American Infrastructure is ranked by Engineering News-Record (ENR) at No. 25 on the country’s Top 50 heavy civil
contractors. For more information, visit www.americaninfrastructure.com.

G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. Receives
Partnering Award from MdQI

Private companies, the magazine notes, are listed separately from public
companies because public companies enjoy greater resources to devote to
leadership development. It is noteworthy that the private companies can
nonetheless share the recognition spotlight with public companies, such
as No.1-ranked Proctor and Gamble, with General Electric, IBM, Dow
Chemical, and Verizon Communications rounding out the top-five positions.
American Infrastructure has also been ranked ninth in Training magazine’s Top 125 Awards Program for 2013 and received the highest score
on the Human Resources section for the second-consecutive year. American Infrastructure moved up 49 spots from the 58th position in 2012.
Training magazine’s Training Top 125 Award winners are the organizations with the most successful learning and development programs in the
world. The winners are evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively
with an outside research firm scoring the organizations on five key areas:
Training Program/Scope, Tuition Reimbursement, Training Infrastructure and Delivery, Evaluation/ Metrics, and Human Resources. Scoring
highest in the Human Resources category, American Infrastructure
topped the other winners in the areas of competency maps, compensation tied to training, employee satisfaction surveys, length of service and
turnover, job openings filled by internal candidates, and percentage of
new hires referred by employees.
Training is a 49-year-old professional development magazine written
for training, human resources, and business management professionals
in all industries that advocate training and workforce development as a
business tool. Training also produces world-class conferences, expositions, and digital products that focus on job-related, employer-sponsored
training and education in the working world.  
American Infrastructure is a vertically integrated, heavy civil contractor,
and construction materials supplier that performs work throughout the

(From left) Andrew Michenzi, Steve Wood, Al Houser, and Brian Gabsewics display
the Partnering Silver Award of Excellence presented to G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc.

G.A. & F.C. Wagman Inc. received the MdQI Award of Excellence Partnering Silver Award from the Maryland Quality Initiative (MdQI)
at its annual conference Jan. 31, 2013, in Baltimore.
Wagman was part of the project team recognized for the successful
implementation of the partnering process during the planning and
construction of the Intercounty Connector-Contract B (ICC-B), East
of MD 97 to West of U.S. 29 in Montgomery County. The ICC-B
contractor was MD 200 Constructors, a joint venture of Kiewit Infrastructure South Co., Corman Construction Inc., and G.A. & F.C.
Wagman Inc. Parsons Transportation Group Inc. was the design firm
and Maryland State Highway Administration was the owner.
ICC-B was a $570 million highway design-build project and extended
from MD 97 to MD 29. Contract B involved seven miles of new
controlled-access, six-lane-tolled roadway and two interchanges. For
more information about this environmentally and community sensitive
project, visit: http://www.wagman.com/gafc/projects/iccb.asp MdQI is a
cooperative effort by Maryland’s transportation industry dedicated to the
continuous quality improvement in the planning, design, construction,
and maintenance of Maryland’s transportation system. For more
information about MdQI, visit: www.mdqi.org.
www.paconstructors.org
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Gannett Fleming Names Senior Associate
Gannett Fleming has named Brian W.
Dorr, P.E., a project manager based in the
South Plainfield, N.J., office, as a new senior
associate. He is responsible for all facets of
highway and interchange construction projects, as well as facility and site development
projects. His experience includes geometric
designs, utility relocations, traffic control,
permitting, construction cost estimating,
Brian W. Dorr
right-of-way engineering, and facility
programming and development.
With more than 20 years of experience, Dorr holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in structural design and construction engineering from
The Pennsylvania State University.

Myers Appointed Right-of-Way Agent
for Century Engineering
Century Engineering Inc. has named Carol Myers, senior Right-of-Way
agent in the Transportation Department. Myers recently retired from the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) with 25 years
of service. She served as the chief of Appraisal and Appraisal Review in
Central Office for the last 15 years.
Myers holds a B.S. degree in education and earth sciences from
California University of Pennsylvania. Her strong background in the fields
of education, real estate, and appraising has led to numerous opportunities
to develop and present various training courses. She has developed and
taught courses for the National Highway Institute, PennDOT, Penn State
University, Polley Associates, and the Charles County School District
in Maryland. Myers will be assisting the Delaware office Right-Of-Way
group as well as helping to build the Pennsylvania Right-of-Way practice.

York, PA
717.600.2220
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King of Prussia, PA
610.962.7860

Acrow Bridge and Structal-Bridges Sign
Agreement to Expand Steel Bridging Solutions
Acrow Bridge, a leading
international bridge
engineering and supply
company, announced an
agreement with StructalBridges, Canada’s largest steel bridge manufacturer. Under the agreement,
the two companies will jointly market their complementary solutions in
temporary and permanent modular steel bridging.
“With our combined ability to deliver world class steel bridges with
spans of up to 400 feet long and four lanes wide, we can now offer more
choices to customers around the world,” Bill Killeen, president and CEO
of Acrow Bridge, said. “Both companies’ modular bridging solutions are
designed to roll into place without the need for large cranes. This enables
us to install bridges in locations where limited space or heavy equipment
has been a major obstacle to bridge building.”
Acrow Bridge and Structal-Bridges will also leverage each other’s extensive engineering and fabrication capabilities to enhance customer service
and response time. Acrow Bridge’s main fabrication plant is located in
the U.S., and Structal-Bridges operates manufacturing facilities in both
the U.S. and Canada. Both companies have engineering, sales, and service
staff located in company offices and at customer sites across the U.S. and
around the world.  
Acrow Bridge has been servicing the transportation and construction
industries for more than 60 years with a full line of steel bridge products
for vehicle and pedestrian use. Acrow’s primary business is the engineering, manufacturing, and supply of prefabricated modular steel bridges for
emergency, temporary
detour, and permanent
applications. For more
information, visit www.
acrowusa.com.
Structal-Bridges, a division of Canam Group
Inc., specializes in the
design, fabrication and
erection of steel bridges
as well as structural bearings, expansion joints,
and related products for
highway, railway, and
forestry markets. Visit
www.structalbridges.ws
for further information.
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WR&A, a multi-disciplinary consulting
firm, offers a full range of
engineering, planning,
environmental, and
construction management services.
Recognized as a Top 120 ENR firm,
WR&A designs innovative and
cost-effective solutions
for its public and private sector clients.
www.wrallp.com

Coal Street Extension Project Recognized by ACEC-PA
Pennoni Associates, an
ENR Top 100 engineering,
design, and consulting firm
with an office in WilkesBarre, is pleased to announce that the Coal Street
Extension Project was
recognized with a Diamond
Award Certificate by the
American Council of Engineering Companies’ Pennsylvania Chapter.
This award was given in the Transportation Category during a banquet
held at the Hotel Hershey.
“The Coal Street Realignment project is a crowning achievement for the
City of Wilkes-Barre and the design team,” said Wilkes-Barre Mayor
Thomas M. Leighton. “It will significantly improve access to the city for
years to come and will spur economic growth and opportunity. Throughout this process, Pennoni Associates exceeded our expectations as our
project partner to consider the needs of the neighborhood community as
we built this gateway together for all of the people.”
Prior to the Wilkes-Barre Coal Street extension project, the City of
Wilkes-Barre was lacking a gateway to the downtown business area.
Simultaneously, Coal Street was deteriorating and in desperate need of
complete reconstruction. Pennoni Associates was brought on board to furnish a design that would create the “Gateway to Downtown” that the city
envisioned. After considering several options developed by Pennoni, the
City of Wilkes-Barre chose an alternative that widened Coal Street from
a two-lane roadway (one lane in each direction) to a five-lane roadway
(two lanes in each direction, with a center turn lane). The alternative also
realigned Coal Street to the east of the existing alignment and expanded
an existing stormwater detention basin located between the existing and
proposed alignments. The project installed decorative highway lighting
that line both sides of the newly constructed roadway. The option also

incorporated a new green space (referred to as the “parklet”) that was positioned inside the split of the new alignment from the existing alignment,
just above the expanded detention basin. The newly reconstructed roadway
serves as the main entrance into the recently refurbished Coal Street Park.
The new Coal Street also provides added capacity to accommodate the
additional traffic generated by the new additions to the park. Public coordination normally limited to the design phase was continued through the
construction phase to maintain open communication with the public to
address their concerns. The reconstructed Coal Street was opened on time
and within budget and has exceeded the city’s expectations.

High Steel Structures Appoints LaBorde as President
High Steel Structures Inc. (HSSI), an affiliate of High Industries Inc., recently named
Brian W. LaBorde to serve as company
president.
Prior to joining HSSI, LaBorde was general
manager at Greenbrier Companies in Lake
Oswego, Ore., where he was responsible for
its rail car fabrication operation in MoncloBrian W. LaBorde
va, Mexico. LaBorde led the establishment
of the manufacturing operation in Mexico,
going from startup to more than 2,000 employees, and the production
of four freight and tank product lines. He also served as vice president
of engineering with Hennessy Industries, a subsidiary of Danaher
Corporation, one of the world’s foremost after-market manufacturers
of wheel-service equipment.
LaBorde is a graduate of Louisiana Tech University with a Bachelor
of Science degree in mechanical engineering. He also holds a master’s
degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Arizona and
an MBA from the University of Florida.
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“Brian brings to his new role exceptional experience and leadership
in the fields of engineering and manufacturing,” said Jeffrey Sterner,
president and chief operating officer of High Industries Inc. “We’re very
pleased to have him join our team.”
LaBorde succeeds Sterner, who was appointed to his current position in
2012 and previously had served as president of HSSI since 2005.
Founded in 1931 in Lancaster, HSSI is one of the nation’s largest
fabricators of structural steel, with more than one million tons of steel
fabricated in the past 20 years. HSSI’s 700-plus co-workers fabricate
a wide range of complex bridge components and steel superstructures,
and the company offers bridge erection, transportation, and emergency
repair services. The company has been instrumental in the development of new, innovative processes and materials throughout its long
history as an industry leader. Headquartered in Lancaster, the company
operates four fabrication facilities in Lancaster and Williamsport. High
Steel Structures is an affiliate of High Industries Inc. For more information, call 717.390.4270 or visit www.highsteel.com.
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McMahon Opens New Office in Lehigh Valley
McMahon Associates Inc. announced the grand opening of its newest
Mid-Atlantic office in PA’s Lehigh Valley. With the Lehigh Valley being one of the fastest-growing regions in the state, and Lehigh County
ranking in the Top 10 in economic growth in the U.S., McMahon is
reinforcing its mission to provide responsive client solutions in the
region.
As its 11th office along the East Coast, McMahon continues to strategically plan to broaden its market areas while meeting the needs of its
clients. McMahon recognizes that as this region continues to develop
it will face increased traffic issues and challenges. “Adequate transportation infrastructure continues to be a major cornerstone of successful
development and a driver for economic recovery,” stated McMahon
Vice President and Regional Manager of the Mid-Atlantic Casey A.
Moore, P.E. “Our move into the Lehigh Valley demonstrates our desire
to be at the heart of this growth, but also our commitment to create
a safe transportation environment for residents, businesses, and the
traveling public.”
McMahon Associates’ Mid-Atlantic offices are located in Fort Washington (corporate headquarters), Allentown, Exton, Camp Hill, and
Pittsburgh; Yardville, N.J.; and Bowie, Md. The firm also has offices
in Florida and Massachusetts. McMahon’s primary services include
transportation planning/traffic studies, traffic signal and ITS design,
highway design, bridge design and inspection, water resources, transit
planning, expert witness testimony, land surveying, Geographic Information Systems and software development, IT Infrastructure consulting, and construction services for both public and private clients. For
more information, contact Casey Moore at (610) 628-2994, or via
email to cmoore@mcmahonassociates.com.

Don’t Miss It!
It’s time to place your ad in the
2013 APC Annual Membership Directory.
Deadline is June 3 for your ad. Contact Mark Wolf
at mwolf@triad-inc.com or phone 866.679.9340
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Twenty years ago, none of us even dreamed that satellites would someday help guide machines.
Today, we see technology providing new capabilities every day.
Fortunately, you won’t find any technology tenderfoots at Cleveland Brothers. We not only offer the latest in
technology, but we have the expertise to help you Power On through its use. Whether it’s using VisionLink
to track machine location and/or efficiency; Trimble site positioning products from SITECH Allegheny; Cat®
training simulators to gain experience, or the Cleveland Brothers website to maintain your machine and place
orders from our vast parts inventory, we’re behind you all the way. We have the experience, the knowledge
and the best-in-class support to ensure that you have the tools and training that you need to succeed.

888-232-5948
www.clevelandbrothers.com
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